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Education
vinyl flooring designed with you in mind

durable
simply maintained
wide-ranging aesthetic
slip resistant
germ defiant



Benefits of LSI Vinyl
LSI vinyl flooring is durable, impervious 
to water, resists stains, is simple to 
maintain and disinfect, while easily 
carrying the load of heavy equipment. 
The dimensional stability built into each 
LSI tile and plank ensures the product 
will not shrink and comfortably lives up 
to the life-cycle of any public space.  
For these demanding environments 
LSI has engineered the surface of the 
product to include anti-slip technology.

Tiles and planks create visual interest 
and realistic formatting mimicks the 
natural materials reflected in the 
designs. 

Engineered to last
All LSI floors are engineered to 
withstand the rigours of daily traffic, 
whether it’s a busy corridor, a 
classroom, retail environment, or a 
night club. Manufactured with five 
layers of construction, our floors are 
built to last the lifetime of any project. 
Our UV-cured microscopic glass 
bead top surface is the latest in slip-
resistance technology. Not only does 
it make our floors safer, they’re also 
virtually stain-proof and easier to clean 
and maintain.

Who We Are
LSI Floors makes high quality luxury vinyl 
tiles and planks for public spaces. The 
product is about color, texture, pattern 
and a factor of “cool”. Our patterns 
range from the warmth of wood planks 
and stone, through nature images of 
water and sand, to inspirational designs 
such as Tread Plate and Cow.

LSI is a no-wax product with extremely 
low maintenance. We have been making  
vinyl flooring for over 20 years and 
back it with a 10 year commercial wear 
warranty.

Our slip resistance is unsurpassed and 
actually gets better when the product is 
wet.

LSI has the ability to customize product 
with digital imaging, precision cutting or 
simply custom sizing of tiles.

Our flooring is all completely recyclable 
and supports 2 LEED credits; one 
for recycled content and the other for 
indoor air quality.
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